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We bow down to our Gurus
Who are the Reflection of the Universal
Light within…
We bow down to our Gurus
Who Illuminates our path to Spirituality…
We bow down to Gurus
Who leads us to Eternal Truth…
We Offer this Tribute at the Lotus feet of
our Gurus…
May You Shine Eternally like a Thousand
Rising Suns…

Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu
Guru Devo Mahesvaraha
Guru Sakshat Para Brahma
Tasmai Sri Gurave Namah
23 July 2002 – Guru Poornima Day
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Salutations to Ganapathy




Om Gananam Tva Ganapathi Gum Havamahe
Kavim Kavinam Upamasravastamam
Jyestharajam Brahmanam Brahmanaspata
A nah Srnvannutibhih Sida Sadanam


We invoke you with offerings, Oh Lord of the Multitudes,
Seer among Seers, of unspeakable grandeaur.
Oh Glorious King, Lord of the Knowers of Wisdom,
Come speedily hearing our supplications
And graciously take your seat amidst our assembly.
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Introduction
The Devi Mahatmyam, also often referred to as the Chandi Path, is divided into three major episodes – MahaKali,
MahaLaksmi and MahaSaraswathi. The Goddess manifests in different energies as MahaKali, MahaLaksmi and
MahaSaraswathi to slay the thoughts of the Great Ego (Mahishasura), Self-Conceit, Self-Deprecation, Sinful Eyes, Seed
of Desire, Passion (Chanda) and Anger (Munda).
The Rsi, as a Guru, explains in the chapter on MahaKali - the Remover of Darkness, how the Supreme Goddess, creates
the Perceivable Universe while we allow our senses to perceive these very manifestations differently. The Goddess also
helps us recognize our perceivable capacity, remove the negative thoughts born of these perceptions and awaken the
divine consciousness within us. She is also named the Creator of all the worlds and Remover of all difficulties.
Over the ages, seers and great men of wisdom, from diverse traditions have said and written in great depth about the
sacred bond between the Guru and the disciple. The word Guru is composed of the syllables Gu, denoting ignorance, and
Ru, denoting its removal. The Guru guides the Chela (disciple) to awaken the Kundalini and remove the Darkness within.
"Guru" is the one who removes the disciple's ignorance; spiritually elevating one to experience the divine and live
harmoniously with the Universe. As the Kundalini Shakti rises through each Chakra and Psychic centres, Goddess Chandi
(She Who Tears Apart Thought), in different manifestations battles with these Armies of Thoughts and brings about
Peace, Clear Understanding, Sanctity and Purity.
The Guru is continuously applying the principles in the Devi Mahatmyam for the Spiritual upliftment of the disciples in
removing the bondage from the world of objects, relationships and bringing the pure intuitive vision of the Supreme
Consciousness that resides beyond Maya. When one can reside within, without identification or attachment to the everchanging externals, then the Supreme Truth can be realized.
In the Chandi Homam, the sacred fire ritual to the Goddess, the poorna-ahuthi offerings consists ingredients that
significantly correspond to the Chapters in the Devi Mahatmyam. The tables in the Appendix can be used as a guide to the
symbolic offerings that depicts the attributes of the Goddess. The colours referred to in each Chapter can be associated
with specific manifestation of a deity.
From the Rahasyams, we learn that MahaLaksmi assumes form of MahaKali and MahaSaraswathi. Durga in turn is
composed of three qualities – MahaKali, MahaLaksmi and MahaSaraswathi, who are constantly interchanging from one
to the other. She is the ten branches of knowledge (Maha Vidyas) and the nine Relievers of Difficulties (nine Durgas). She
is the illumination within.
She is the eternal essence of all the letters, and the consciousness of the three vowels: A.U.M. - Aim Hrim Klim. This is
further described below:
AIM
HRIM
KLIM

MahaSaraswathi
MahaLaksmi
MahaKali

Creation
Preservation
Destruction

Iccha Shakti
Kriya Shakti
Jnana Shakti

Sattva Guna
Rajo Guna
Tamo Guna

Energy of Action
Energy of Desire
Energy of Wisdom
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Salutations to our Gurus

Sri Amritananda & Annapurnamba
Chaitanyananda & Gnanamba

Sri Svaprakasananda

Sri

Without the guidance of the Guru, the disciple cannot transcend from the world of delusion. Devi tends to test the
completeness of the devotee before elevating the devotee to the Nivritthi Marga (Detachment, Negation of all aspects).
However, She will first establish the path to Pravritthi Marga (Earthly Attachment and duties) and gives Her devotees all
that they could ever wish for - fulfilling their duties, desires and prosperity. She tests the devotee’s continuous Bhakthi for
Her over the Maya (material and emotional attachments which is also Her creation) in the Pravritthi Marga. When Her
devotee transcends from the limitations caused by delusions, She guides them into the Nivritthi Marga. Finally, She takes
them unto Herself and merges them in Her feet.
This entire transcendental growth from Pravritthi Marga through Nivritthi Marga is guided by Her in a slow and gradual
process, like a Mother who knows how much to feed Her baby, as described by the name Sri Mata in Lalitha
Sahasranamam – the One who measures and gives. In this Spiritual transformation process, the disciple is challenged by
distinguishable thoughts as explained in Devi Mahatmyam. The Guru as a reflection of Her guides the disciple to
overcome these challenges entailing self-realization.
The father and mother gives a child the body.
The Guru moulds it into a temple of God.
The Guru’s grace flows equally to all the disciples.
The disciple should surrender oneself at the feet of the Guru, who is the reflection of God.
The disciples owe a debt of spiritual rebirth to the Guru.
The debt owed to the Guru is priceless.
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Mangalam




Mangalam Gurumoorthaye Mangalam Paradevathe
Mangalam Jagathvyapine Managalam
Parivarjithe
Mangalam Sanjivine Mangalam Chirupine
Mangalam Sivamoorthaye Mangalam Jaya
Mangalam
Mangalam Padmavasine Mangalam Rsi Rupine
Mangalam Vedhabharane Mangalam Alankarine
Mangalam Kalarupine Mangalam Jnanadhayine
Mangalam Annapurane Managalam Jaya Mangalam
Mangalam Gnanambike Mangalam Jaya Mangalam
Mangalam Mohanasine Mangalam Meru Nilaye
Mangalam Manthrarupine Mangalam Hamsa Kamine
Mangalam Pavadharine Mangalam Varadhayine
Mangalam Amirthanande Mangalam Sarva
Mangalam
Mangalam Chaithanyanande Mangalam Sarva
Mangalam
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Talk by Sri Amrithananda Saraswathi
Inadequacies of the Senses

Worship of Lalitha: A Tantra of beauty, bliss and immortality.
The Tantra is an initiation, a death to profane world and a rebirth into a sacred world of unitized, immortal consciousness.
Let us consider briefly the causes of incomplete knowledge and how it makes our present human condition. And how this
makes up our ego, and its consequences of fear, lust, anger, greed, delusion, pride and envy. And how we can free
ourselves. And what freedom means.
We conclude with a multimedia presentation1 of an important part of giving life to an idol, a paradigm for our present
state and what it can be. This is an important part of Lalitha Puja, called Sri Krama, where we prepare nectar, fit for Gods
to take.
1. Causes of incomplete knowledge.
Things are not what they seem to be.
How do we perceive the world around us? Through our senses. Through sound, touch, form, taste and smell, or through
thinking. All these six faculties are filters.
Let us look at the nature of these filters.
SABDA = sound: We HEAR only what is in this room. We can’t hear what is far away. Also we can hear only the
sounds in the frequency range of some 15 cycles/sec to 15000. We don't hear the ultra or infra sounds which some
animals can.
SPARSA= touch: We feel the TOUCH only within a few millimeters of our surface. Beyond that we don't feel any thing.
Our skin acts as a sharp cut-off filter within and outside of the body surface.
ROOPA=form: We SEE nearby objects much bigger than far away objects. Also we can only see one octave of
wavelengths in the entire electro-magnetic spectrum. Also we see things only from a single direction. We cannot see a
thing from all angles, and all distances. How would an object look if we see it from all sides at once? From all distances?
With all magnifications?
Would it be the same as our normal vision? How does a spinning top appear with pictures on it? How would the world
appear if we had X ray vision? Would our skin based cosmetics industry survive?
RASA=taste: We TASTE only what is on our tongue.
GANDHA=smell: We SMELL only what enters our noses.
MANAS=mind: Our MIND reproduces these sensations through remembering, and can some times overcome some
limitations of sensory filters by the logical thinking. Yet, it cannot penetrate other minds and read what is in other
thoughts as if the thoughts were its own. It can remember the past and sometimes the future too; but that is rare. Thus the
mind as an instrument has its many limitations. It is also a filter.
1

The multimedia presentation is not included in this release. This may be obtained on request from Sri Amrithananda Saraswathi.
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The world we perceive is not really as it seems to be. So, our experience is an illusion. All the senses and the mind are
distorting it in so many ways. They are so immediate, so intimately connected to us that we do not even suspect that our
perceptions are wrong and that the world we experience bears no resemblance to the reality. It is not what is really out
there.
What we know or can know through senses or reasoning is infinitesimal. What we do not see is far more important than
what we see.
2. Ego is illusion coming from incompleteness.
Ego is the idea: this is me, these are mine; this is not me, these are not my people.
Given the filters of our perceptions, is it not natural that we give importance to local experiences and no importance at all
to things far away? The ideas of I and mine, that this is what I am and these are my people, forms the core of ego. All my
life I try to protect these ideas.
We understand that it is NOT our fault that we have the ideas of I and mine so deeply embedded in us. But it is in the very
nature of our senses that these concepts are embedded.
If we wish to overcome the limitations of ego, we have to let go of our attachments to senses and the information they
bring. Just as I can't get an idea of a carpet if I attach a microscope to my eye even if I research for a thousand years, I
cannot get an idea of the universe with the limiting vision. I have to let go of the microscope; I have to let go of the
senses. Then only I get a chance to perceive the reality. The freedom we talk about is the freedom from the senses, or
attachment to sense based information.
The separation between I and world, mine and not mine comes from the local nature of senses.
Concepts of I and mine make the passions. How? I see some thing. I don't know what it is. Fear comes. I like it, I want it,
Desire/Lust is born. If I don't get what I want, I get Anger, feel helpless, and hunger for power comes. If I get what I want,
I don’t want to let go of it, possessiveness comes. I get so used to it, I can't even live without it. Delusion comes. I get the
pride I have it; and jealousy some has it I don't have it. So, all these passions are born out of I and mine.
Also, I judge the information I receive based on what is good or bad for me. I notice that good brings me happiness,
reduces misery, and preserves my identity, that is, maintains my separateness from the world. Bad is the opposite of these
things.
Judgments form the core of the structures of ego. Hatred, doubt, fear, shame, aversion, family, race, conduct: these 8
passions form the sub-structures of ego.
We HATE something or someone who brings misery to us.
We DOUBT if what is in front of us is good or bad.
We FEAR animals or persons unknown to us, who speak a foreign tongue.
We are ASHAMED of doing things we really want to do.
We develop AVERSION to things we judge as bad.
We form the idea of our FAMILY and try to do everything for them.
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We identify with our RACE and pronounce others inferior or bad.
We believe that we have to conform to the norms of CONDUCT without questioning for fear of punishment or rejection.
Thus we develop the emotions of Hatred, Doubt, Fear, Shame, Aversion, Family, Race and Conduct from trying to protect
the ideas of I and mine. These are the sub structures of ego. All because of the nature of our sense-based information!
Ego is separation, of the one reality into two polar opposites: Subject and object. Ego is illusion; illusion is based on
sensory information, which filters reality. Ego breaks down if
1. We understand the nature of senses,
2. The need to let go of our attachment to senses,
3. Train ourselves to work free of filters and limitations,
4. And finally let go of sense limits by suspending judgments.
All these are the objects of Goddess worship, and Tantra of Lalitha.
This is exactly what Lalitha's form teaches us; she holds the five senses in one hand and the mind, which seeks them in
another. " Mano roopa ikshu kodanda, pancha tanmatra sayaka." Yoga is keeping mind separate from senses, which bring
in limited senses to couple with unlimited senses. This is what we mean by saying that we die to the profane world, to be
born into the divine prospect of immortal beauty.

3.

SOHAM: Object is Subject.
Object is mirrored in the Subject.

Every thing that we see or know is mapped into our brain where thoughts are our first reality. The world of our
perceptions has no reality higher than our thoughts, which are themselves unreal. The objective world is mirrored in the
Subject. Remove the Subject. Who observes? How can there be an observed thing or phenomenon without an observer?
The Subjective I implies the objective world of experience. The object is like a mirror image of the subject; it is the
subject. The subject and object are mutual mirror images.
Ego is the deep-rooted idea that the seer and the seen are different. It is caused by illusion; it is an illusion. It has no
basis. Just as nothing is left after we peel off successive layers of onion, so also ego vanishes when successive layers of
ego like hate, doubt, fear, shame, aversion, family, race and conduct are peeled off. Once the ego is even temporarily
suspended, subject merges into object, all separation is lost. That is being in tune with our true nature.
(Even with the ego intact, one can argue and establish that the subject and object are one. How? How is I=World? Is it
not egoistic and mega mania to say that I am the world? Logically, if A implies B and also B implies A, then it is true that
A is the same as B, A is identical to B. I want to prove that Object and Subject are one. Object for me is the world. I am a
part of this world; so Object implies Subject. If I do not exist, will the world exist for me? So, I imply the world. The
Subject implies the Object. World contains me and I contain the world. These are precisely the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the equation "I = World" to hold).
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These considerations go to suggest that our awareness is a mirror. It reflects what is in front of it. The mirror is itself
never seen, unless it is unclean; but then it is no more a mirror. The world is mapped onto the canvas of our awareness.
The canvas is the brain.
What do I see if I stood in front of a mirror? My own image. If I am wearing a hat, I see myself with it. If I had 10 heads
like the Ravana, I see my image having 10 heads. If I had 10 heads, 20 hands and 20 legs like Maha Kali, my image will
have the same things. Now 10 heads, 20 hands, 20 legs can belong to 10 different people. If I were 10 different people
myself, I will see my reflection as 10 different people. Just one more step on the same lines; if I was the whole world and
stood in front of a pure mirror, I would see the world as my own image; I=World. No matter how much variety I see 'out'
there, it is all me only.
Keeping the ego created by our senses we can still appreciate that what we see is ourselves, however much it appears to be
different from us. That is yoga=union: what we see is what we are. The world seen through filters is full of play. If I
remain a witness even when I participate in the drama of the world, I can practice yoga of play, like Krishna.
4.

Yoga Aaraamam
Yoga is both play and rest.

This play aspect of Yoga is very interesting. Krishna was said to have enjoyed playing with 16000 milkmaids. Let me
stop and do a little calculation. Assuming I spend one night with a woman, I need 16000/365= 50 years to be with all the
16000. Assuming again that I start from the age of 15, I would be 65 by the time I finished the whole lot. How could I
remain a child during all this time? What a prurient model for the repressed society of India of 1998! Did he drink also?
Perhaps. There was no prohibition then. Do the 1000 million Hindus care? How come he could have delivered the epic
poem Bhagavad-Gita to Arjuna in the battlefield of deciding between right and wrong (Dharma kshetra) and between
action and inaction (kuru kshetra)? Let us understand this play: when life is looked upon as play, all is rest.
In the neck, there is a 16 petal lotus; at the crown, a 1000 petal lotus. If we join lines from each petal of neck lotus to the
petal in the crown lotus, we get 16000 lines. Each line is a path in the brain; it represents a thought pattern. What Krishna
did then was to watch each of these thought patterns as erotic play described as enjoying with the milkmaids. Why milk
maids? Milk comes from breasts. So the loving interaction is at the heart level, the abodes of Sri Devi the protector and
Sri Lakshmi, the mother who gives plenty. Immunity from diseases and nourishment for the child both come from the
breasts. So the milkmaids.
The story goes that in the circle dance, the wheel of Sri there was a Krishna between each pair of milkmaids. And between
each pair of Krishnas there was a milkmaid. Were there 16000 Krishnas then or did he clone himself that many times?
The word Krishna like the word Kali means a dark, unknown power. The powers of time, moving silently like a river
through the great void of space. It is the great silence. Krishna is the silence, which watches as the subject, and Kali the
silence in which the observer is absent. The circle dance then means that between each pair of thoughts, there is
subjective silence observing the neighbouring thoughts, and between each pair of silences, there is a thought craving for
the neighbouring silences.
The story of Rasa leela of Krishna with the milkmaids is a story of silence and thoughts alternating, in an erotic
playfulness. The silence craves for thoughts; restless thoughts crave for silence. Eros, craving, is the fundamental nature
of silence; and Thanatos, the death wish is the fundamental nature of thoughts. Doesn’t each thought tend to end itself?
That is its death wish, the suicidal tendency of thoughts.
5.

Life is death
Life and death are continuous experiences of time flow.
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Life seems so continuous, and death seems so final, like a full stop. We are not afraid of living, but we are scared to death
of the creepy death. Somehow, death seems so final. Point of no return. Dead end. One moment I am there. Next, I am
gone, inexplicably. What in me goes away, where, at death? Where do these fears come from? But before that, who are
we?
What do we consist of? Flesh, blood, bones, marrow, and billions of living cells. This is what science teaches us.
Millions of living cells are dying and millions born every second in our very bodies. I somehow think that I am an
individual, though I consist of billions of living cells. To them, I am God, not even aware of their existence.
Have I given birth to these lives? Have I named them? Married them? Cared for their off spring? Do I feel any
responsibility to these billions of lives whose community life is what I think I am? The immunity cells are checking every
cell entering our body boundaries with questions like " Do you belong here? Do you have a valid visa? A work permit?
Have you come to enrich or poison our society? " If the answers they receive are not satisfactory, the visitors are killed
and disposed of. Am I even aware of the terrible wars going on between my immunity cells and their foreign visitors?
Every moment, a part of me is dying. Every moment a part of me is being born. Am I experiencing my dying part? Real
death is never experienced nor experienceable. Only life is observable, experiencable. My life is a river. Old water is
going out, new water is coming in. I am dying every moment. I am being born every moment. With every out-going
breath I die. With every in coming breath, I get life. Every thought in me is making chemicals called hormones, or
catacholins or adrenalin. They help nourish me, or put me in altered states of awareness, ready to fight or run away with
sudden bursts of energy.
Can I show you that "me' sucking milk from my mother's breasts? That "me" is dead and gone, as surely as I would be
when my body burns on the funeral pyre. Can I show you that "me' when I was a 7 year old going to school now? In a
picture, yes. In reality, no. That is also gone, that is also dead, never to return. My childhood is dead, yet I continue to live.
My youth is dead, yet I continue to live. Life seems to go on merrily without interruption through so much of unremitting
death all around. Is death finality then? Is it not just another way of looking at life? Could it be that death and life are
synonymous?
The statement "I am living continuously" is completely equivalent to the statement "I am dying continuously". Death then
is not such finality after all. Because I am dying and I am living at the same time. Just like a river, I have a name. The
water is not the same, nothing is the same, and there is no constancy. The only constancy seems to be the concepts of "I"
and "me". Even the things that belong to me are not constant. For some time, yes. Not for all time. All the things I own, all
my relationships, all have to fade away. I cannot own any thing or any one forever.
Rama told Sita once: like a pair of logs that were drifting and came together in a stream, we came together. We continue
together for some time. And some whirlpool comes along and one of us sinks in it. The other continues along.
The only string that runs through all my life/death experiences is the subjective "I" and the subjective "me". That seems to
be the only reality, the only constant.
Life and death are two names for one process, called change. We can call it life, we can call it death. Does it matter? They
not only co-exist, but in fact they are one and the same. This is a very important realization to have. Then the fear of death
goes away once for all.
Let me tell you about a dream I had. I was a king. I wanted to go for a royal hunt. My wives told me to be careful. I was
riding an elephant. Dogs were barking and following. Some men were following with drums, others with fires burning at
the end of sticks. The forest we were going through became very dense. I sighted a tiger. I shot it with an arrow. It got hit,
and jumped on me. I narrowly escaped death. I woke up, perspiring.
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Now that I am fully awake, I ask myself the following questions and get the answers. Who was the king? I. Who were
his wives? I. Who was the elephant on which I was riding? I. Who the barking dogs? I. Who the men with drums and
with lights? I. Who was the forest? I. Who was the tiger? I. Who killed the tiger? I. Who was killed? I. Who was afraid
of whom? I was afraid of myself. Who am I now? None of these things. Such is the nature of illusion and such is the
nature of knowledge. Can we say then that knowledge is superior to illusion? A thumping No!
In my state of dreaming all these things were true enough. I had reason to be careful; I had reason to be afraid. But once I
am awake, I have no reason to be afraid any more. I realize that I lived in two states; dream and awake. Both denied the
knowledge of the other state. In my dream, if the tiger told me, " Hey king, don't be scared, I am going to eat you, but you
will not die", I would surely have my doubts. I would suspect the motives of the tiger. When I am awake? I could accept it
with laughter, playing Siva, who wins over death (Mrityum Jaya).
Let us end this discussion on philosophy and move on to a presentation of adoring the Goddess, preparing Nectar, Her
milk. Let us drink that, to get immortality.
 By Sri Amrithananda Saraswathi – Guruji
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Talk by Sri Amrithananda Saraswathi
Karma, Causality and Freewill
Karma, Causality and Freewill
Friend (F): Guruji, What is Karma? Is it not deciding everything every one does? If everything is predetermined, how can
there be freewill?
Guruji (G):
This question is very simple to ask, but complicated to answer. It is a very good question. I don't think I know the answer
even partially. But let me try to tell you what little I know.
What is Karma? It says, you reap what you sow. If you sow good thoughts, say good words and do good deeds, you get
things, which makes you happy. If you sow bad thoughts, say bad words and do bad things, you get things, which make
you, miserable. It is true, you reap what you sow. But does it say you do not reap what you did not sow, but other's sow?
That does not follow. That is very important fact to remember.
Does it also say anywhere that because of Karma, every thing is pre-determined? Is Karma a law of predetermination? Is
it like the flow of time, which goes on inexorably from past to present and into future. Even if it was a flow of time like an
arrow, it is still not clear how everything including the will to think, speak and do is completely determined.
What about the Karma, which you do for the sake of others? Don't the others reap what you have sown for them? If you
hit someone, that person feels the blow. The farmer has sown seeds of rice and vegetables; I enjoy the rice and curry. We
have to get clear about our ideas: not only do we enjoy the fruits of our own actions, but also the fruits of other's actions
impinging on us, making us happy or miserable. I am not the sole reason for my state of being. The world has a great say
in that. In fact I owe my very existence to the act of love between my father and mother; when I was not even in their
minds, nor did I have much of a choice in getting the spark of life. I was an accident. I won a luck dip in which a billion of
my possible brothers or sisters who were dead but trying to get a chance to live. How can we say everything is
predetermined even in a classical sense?
In me there are billions of living cells. Like our Sun, there are billions of Suns (called stars) in our world. Roughly, I as a
human being stands somewhere as a harmonic mean between the very large and very small systems. Very large systems
are about 24 powers of ten times larger than me; I am 24 powers of ten larger than the smallest constituents of matter.
Universe and I share the properties of large redundant systems.
One of the significant properties of large systems is the arrow of time. It seems to be irreversible, even though the
equations of motion of individual particles are not sensitive to the direction of flow of time. In the equation: force equals
the product of mass and acceleration, you can replace "t" by minus "-t"; yet the equation merrily remains the same because
(-dt x -dt=+dt x +dt). What it means is that considered as an individual particle, you are perfectly free to move forward
or backward in time. Nothing stops you from that. Only in a collective sense, you cannot do it.
This means that even in a classical sense, you have a freedom. You could go forward or backward in time. An individual
can do that. A person is free to think, speak and do what she wants. However, the rules change, if a collective is involved.
Statistical rules come into play. It is very easy to mix up two distinctly coloured handfuls of sand masses. To separate the
mixture it is very hard. The ease with which we can create disorder and the difficulty in creating order puts the arrow on
time. We say that time flows in the direction of increasing disorder. There is a collective Karma, influencing how you tend
to behave or ought to behave.
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But listen. A particle has two modes of existence; one in which it looks and acts like a particle, and another in which it
looks and acts like a wave. These are two ways of looking at the reality. Any one way is not superior or inferior to
another. Now we are moving away from classical mechanics to quantum mechanics.
A particle supposedly exists at one place and time. A wave exists at all places at the same time. There is a very interesting
relationship between the speeds of a particle and its wave. The product of the two speeds is c x c , where c is the speed of
light. It follows that if the speed of the particle is v, which is less than c, then the speed of the wave has to be larger than c
so that their product remains the same. Now another very interesting point comes up.
Anything going slower than the speed of light has to go forward in time, into future. And, anything moving faster than
light has to go back in time, into past.
So now we have a dilemma. A description of the particle is saying, the particle is moving slower than light and going into
future. Another equally valid description says the wave is going into past. Both are same, both are valid representations!
One is moving into disorder; this is the material part. The other is moving into order; this is the wave part. The funny
thing is that both are happening at the same time. Are we confronted with conservation of entropy, another form of
energy?
Now I am venturing into uncharted waters. I am leaving science, which is concerned only with an objective reality
independent of any subject. I may not be right; I may be quite wrong in fact. From this point on, you may believe or
disbelieve. It does not matter; because a fact cannot be reduced to a belief. Go by facts, not by faith in me. I repeat, I am
fallible. You are warned.
I wish to think that the wave representation corresponds to consciousness, or awareness. Since waves have the property of
superposition, they can interfere with each other constructively or destructively at different points. When many waves
interfere constructively there is a very high degree of order generated. Coherence creates, manifests high degrees of order,
which seem to violate behaviour of inert matter (which prefers disorder), described so well by science, which has not
taken the subject into consideration.
I suppose this is what Krishna is saying to Arjuna in Gita: whenever disorder increases largely in the world, I come again,
to reestablish order; to protect the pious and destroy the confusing. What we are witnessing is a pendulum swinging
between order and disorder, between times going back and forth.
Consciousness has power over matter. If I tell you, get up, you simply get up. Your physical body by itself cannot do that.
It is inert; it cannot violate gravity. But your consciousness controls that and allows an impossible event of levitation to
become possible. This is a daily miracle, going unnoticed.
Now let us work with these ideas. Through my awareness, I can really go back in time; and through my physical body I
can come back to the present moment. Let me do a thought experiment.
Suppose I become coherent (some how, kundalini may help perhaps) wave, I move faster than light, go back into a time
when my grandfather has not given birth to my father. And I shoot my Grandpa. Now I come back to the present time
with or without my physical body. Now I ask the question, do I exist or do I not exist?
Logical time based reasoning (shall we call it popular view of Karma?) states that since my father never was born, how
could I be born to my father? So I don't exist. Then who is asking the question? I. So I exist. So we see that my ability to
use my two representations wisely has enabled me to define two equally valid and opposite states of my being; namely, 1.
It is true that I don't exist, and 2. It is true that I exist. I have created a new possibility, not determined by the irreversible
flow of time, which I call Karma. In fact I have changed my destiny; I now have two bodies. One that exists and one that
doesn't. How clever! What happened in the time after I shot grandpa and now? May be, because my father was not
available (he was not born), my mother could not, and so did not marry him, but found some one else. There might have
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been progeny, a different scenario altogether. My ability to go back into the past and act there has affected not only my
destiny, but of so! Many other people as well, creating a tremendous confusion like a miracle does to us now. We know it
is there; we don't know how it happened.
If we can move in time, many impossible things can be done. Put your thinking caps on. You can walk through walls. A
wall may be a wall for a particle, but is not a wall for a wave. So an alpha particle, being a wave, doesn't have to climb a
wall; it can simply leak out through the wall. We call this radioactivity. You can read other's minds. Your coherent waves
can interact with the thought waves of others. You can see through other's eyes. You can go to the next galaxy and
comeback without a space ship before I can blink my eye. A space ship would be an obstacle. Your going there is tough
enough; carrying it with you will be tougher. You will be able to see time like you can see space; you develop a 4
dimensional vision. The concept of distance vanishes for you. You can become small, like an atom and so vanish from
vision; or become huge like a tower. The notions of before and after lose their meaning. Is the nose of a dog earlier or
later than its tail? The only! Thing that survives perhaps is the topological connectivity. In this sense, Karma has to be
redefined as connected-ness of proximate areas in space-time. What is disjoint can't be connected; what is connected can't
be separated. But one can kill both (disjointedness and connectedness) and start afresh. The freewill not only exists, but
also exists absolutely.
What appears impossible now may become ordinary in future, when people manage time like they manage space. This is
the promise of investigating into knowing who you are.
The next question: What is a particle? That which behaves like one, not like many particles; even if it did consist of many.
In my present state I don't look or function like a particle, because all the waves constituting me are so wide apart,
separate. I behave like a conglomerate, to which this simple approach doesn't work. But suppose I work myself into a
trance, a hypnosis, where all my thoughts are focused on one single thought, " I am “, then, I become a particle and a
coherent enough wave to which statistical thermodynamic laws will not work. I eat up all time and space; they are in me.
Distance in time or space matters little, if I can move with infinite speed. I am everywhere at the same time. I have an "
oceanic " awareness. In such a state which people call "Samprajnata Samadhi”, situations are created just by a thought.
The thought is so powerful; it searches every nook and corner of the space-time world, and manifests it taking care of all
consequences. I think coherence is the key for bringing order back into our world; to wind the clock back and start afresh.
We don't have to lament, time lost is gone forever. Ever reformatted a disk and wrote it all over again?
Am I there? No, definitely not. Am I trying to be there? Yes I am trying. So I can't teach you all the things I am talking to
you about. May be they are just guesses; you may be better in finding the truth about Karma, than I found. If you do,
please teach me.
I can't help you much in this matter. I am a blind soul trying to grope in darkness. Please find some one who is a Siddha;
not one who is trying to be.
Sorry if I could not be of much help. This is all I think I know about Karma.
 By Sri Amrithananda Saraswathi – Guruji
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Durga Japa Vidhanam
This Section on Durga Japa Vidhanam will introduce the reader to the meaning of Chandi mantra, Aksha Mala (Sat
Chakra Japam), Meditational techniques and Durga Sthothram (Maha Vidya Sthothram).

Sri Sri Chandika Devi




Ya Chandi Madhukaitabhadaityadalani Ya
Mahisonmulini
Ya Dhumreksanachandamundamathani Ya
Rakthabijasini
Saktih Sumbhanisumbhadaityadalini Ya
Siddhidatri Para
Sa Devi Navakotimurtisahita Mam Patu
Visvesvari


That Chandi, who slays the negativities of Too Much and Too Little and other
Thoughts;
Who is the Destroyer of the Great Ego, and the Vanquisher of Sinful Eyes,
Passion and Anger, and the Seed of Desire;
The Energy which tears asunder Self-Conceit and Self-Deprecation,
The Grantor of the highest attainment of perfection;
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May that Goddess who is represented by ninety million divine images,
Supreme Lord of the Universe, remain close and protect me.
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Meaning of Chandi mantra - Aim Hrim Klim Camundayai
Vicche

The mantra of Chandi is associated with the navel centre – Manipura that goes as “Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai
Vicche”. This is the mantra of Chandi, the Universal form of the mother as a kanya (virgin). This also depicts the union of
MahaKali, MahaLaksmi and MahaSaraswathi.

Aim
 Creation, Sattva Guna, The Energy of Action,
MahaSaraswathi
Hrim
 Preservation, Rajo Guna, Energy of Desire,
MahaLaksmi
Klim

 Destruction, Tamo Guna, Energy of Wisdom, MahaKali

Camunda

 The Slayer of Passion and Anger, Moves in the head

Yai

 The Grantor of Boons

Vic

 In the body of knowledge; in the perception

Che

 Of Consciousness
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Aksha Mala
Aksha Mala (Sat Chakra Japam) is the linking of all Sanskrit letters (Aksha/Bijas) that form a Mala (Garland). Aksha
Mala is the mapping of the Mantras/Bijaksharas on the petals of the six Chakras. The Sanskrit letters may be used as a
prefix or fence (Samputi), with each iteration of the Mantra. This process with the Samputi further vivifies the effect of
the mantra. These letters can be mapped onto an idol or visualized (internally) on the Petals of one’s Chakra. The
visualization may also include a male and female pair in union in each petal.
In the Devi Mahatmyam She always holds a Rosary of Alphabets. This is symbolic to the iteration of the Aksha Mala as a
cleansing and re-energizing process. In the cleansing process the distinguishable thoughts and the attributes of such
thoughts, associated with the respective Chakras (psychic centers), are cleansed out and new life invoked. These mantras
can differ and the Guru chooses the Mantra/s best suited for the disciple as prompted to him by the Supreme Mother (Sri
Mata- the Mother who measures and gives what’s best for her child).
For example, as instructed by the Guru the disciple will perform the Aksha Mala with the Chandi mantra, Shodasi or the
Mantras associated with each Chakra such as Ganapathy (Muladhara), Subramanya (Swadhistana) and so on…
There are 50 Alphabets in Sanskrit with the exclusion of the silent letter “lam” at the centre of the Ajna.
The Aksha Mala has a total of 108 petal invocations. This is made up of 106 intonations in the 6 Chakras (Sat Chakra) and
2 at the Sahasrara. The different Chakras are:
1. Muladhara (4 petals located at the cervix or the region between the anus and the reproductive organ; connects
one to the solid state - earth state of the Cosmos - Maha Ganapathy)
2. Swadhistana (6 petals located at the genital centre; connects one to the liquid state – ocean state of the Cosmos –
Subramanya is the deity represented figuratively with 6 faces, referring to the 6 centres through which the
Universal life form, Kundalini passes through in ones body from Muladhara to Ajna. In this process of raising the
Kundalini through all centres, the sensory modes of perception are completely eliminated)
3. Manipura (10 petals located at the navel; connect one to the fire state – plasma state of the cosmos. Chamunda,
the Universal form of the Mother as a kanya – virgin is associated with this centre; depicts the union of MahaKali,
MahaLaksmi and MahaSaraswathi).
4. Anahatha (12 petals located at the heart; connects one to the air state – gaseous state of the Cosmos. Expression
of love and affection of the Mother is associated with this centre)
5. Vishuddhi (16 petals located at the neck centre; Elimination of emotions and desires. Connects one to the space –
vacuum state of Cosmos. Associated with Dhattatraya. Digambara (naked) form of Dhattatrya depicts one of no
desires, or the one who is space clad)
6. Ajna (2 petals located between the eyebrows. The attributes are knowledge, self-realization and elimination of
time - Mind. Shiva-Shakti mantra is associated with this centre).
This makes up the 6 Chakras and then finally,
7. Sahasrara (1000 petals meaning infinite is located at the top of head where the Guru’s feet reside – Super Mind.
The energy from the Guru flows to the disciple).
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In the Aksha Mala, the clockwise, anti-clockwise and straight upward movement depicts the Ida, Pingala and Sushumna
channels of the Kundalini Shakti. The anti-clockwise and clockwise movements are the cleansing and re-energizing
process as the Kundalini Shakti is awakened.
You may refer to the illustration provided in the following page as a point of reference.
The Petals of the Chakras from the Muladhara to the Visuddhi must be visualized slightly off-centred. The petals are not
symmetrical with respect to the centre of the Chakras i.e. when the visualization is internalized the petals are slightly offcentred, clockwise with respect to the centre of the Chakras.
The 50 Sanskrit letters are initially applied from the Ajna (starting with the letters “Ksham”, “Ham”) where the energy is
received then immediately down to the Muladhara (with “sam”, “Sham”, “sham”, “vam”) moving upwards through the
Chakras, in an Anti-clockwise movement upto the Vishuddhi (ending with letters …“Im”, “im”, “Am”, “am”). All the
Chakras are visualized as in a horizontal plane with the exception of the Swadhistana, which is to be visualized as in a
vertical plane. This initial Anti-clockwise movement constitutes a total of 50 invocations.
Then these 50 Sanskrit letters are reversed in a Clockwise manner starting again from the Visuddhi (beginning with “am”,
“Am”, “im”, “Im”…) moving down back to the Muladhara and then ending with Ajna (“Ham” and “Ksham”). Again, all
the Chakras are visualized as in a horizontal plane with the exception of the Swadhistana, which is to be visualized as in a
vertical plane. This particular Clockwise movement will make up another 50 invocations, totaling so far with 100
invocations.
Now, the 6 centres of Chakras are invoked starting with the letter “Lam” at the Muladhara, “Vam” at the Swadhistana,
“Ram” at the Manipura, “Yam” at Anahatha, “Ham” at Vishuddhi and “Sum” at Ajna. Once again, all the Chakras are
visualized as in a horizontal plane with the exception of the Swadhistana, which is to be visualized as in a vertical plane.
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All together totaling of 106 invocations. Finally, at the Sahasrara, the Guru Padhuka is worshipped with the letters
“HaSaum” and “SaHauh”. This will in turn complete the 108 invocations present in the Aksha Mala.
The potency of Aksha Mala is referenced as a Nyasam in the Devi Mahatmyam. The following are excerpts from the
Chandi Path book:




Om Aim Hrim Aksha Malikayai namah
Om Aim Hrim
I bow to the Rosary of Letters

Om mam male mahamale sarva shakti svarupini
Catur vargas tvayi nyastas tasman me
siddhida bhava
Om My Rosary, The Great Measurement of Consciousness,
Containing all energy within as your intrinsic nature,
Give to me the attainment of your Perfection,
Fulfilling the four objectives of life.

Om avighnam kuru male tvam grhami daksine
kare
Japakale ca siddhyartham prasida mam
siddhaye
Om Rosary, You please remove all obstacles.
I hold you in my right hand.
At the time of recitation be pleased with me.
Allow me to attain the Higher Perfection.

Om Aksha Mala dhipataye susiddhim dehi dehi
sarva mantrartha sadhini
Sadhaya sadhaya sarva siddhim parikalpaya
parikalpaya me swaha
Om Rosary of Rudraksha seeds,
My Lord, give to me excellent attainment. Give to me, give to me.
Illuminate the meanings of all mantras, illuminate, illuminate!
Fashion me with all excellent attainments, fashion me!
I am One with God!
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ANTI – CLOCKWISE MOVEMENT (Cleansing Process)

AKSHA MALA - with Bijas placed as Samputi on Mantras
CHAKRA
AJNA
2 Invocations

#
1
2

BIJA
kşham
ham

MANTRA
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

BIJA
kşham
ham

PLACEMENT

MULADHARA
4 Invocations

3
4
5
6

sam
şam
śam
vam

Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

sam
şam
śam
vam

Horizontal

SWADHISTANA
6 Invocations

7
8
9
10
11
12

lam
ram
yam
mam
bham
bam

Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

lam
ram
yam
mam
bham
bam

Vertical

MANIPURA
10 Invocations

13
14
15
16
17
28
19
20
21
22

pham
pam
nam
dham
dam
tham
tam
ņam
dham
dam

Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

pham
pam
nam
dham
dam
tham
tam
ņam
dham
dam

Horizontal

ANAHATHA
12 Invocations

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

ţham
ţam
iņam
jham
jam
cham
cam
jńam
gham
gam
kham
kam

Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

ţham
ţam
iņam
jham
jam
cham
cam
jńam
gham
gam
kham
kam

Horizontal

Horizontal
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AKSHA MALA - with Bijas placed as Samputi on Mantras
CHAKRA

VISHUDDHI
16 Invocations

#
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

BIJA
MANTRA
aђam
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
aђa
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
aum
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
om
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
aim
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
ém
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
aļum
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
alum
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
aŗum
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
arum
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
úm
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
um
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
ĩm
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
im
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
ām
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
am
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
This constitutes a Total of 50 Invocations

BIJA
aђam
aђa
aum
om
aim
ém
aļum
alum
aŗum
arum
úm
um
ĩm
im
ām
am

PLACEMENT

Horizontal
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AKSHA MALA - with Bijas placed as Samputi on Mantras
CHAKRA

#
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

BIJA
am
ām
im
ĩm
um
úm
arum
aŗum
alum
aļum
ém
aim
om
aum
aђa
aђam

MANTRA
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

BIJA
am
ām
im
ĩm
um
úm
arum
aŗum
alum
aļum
ém
aim
om
aum
aђa
aђam

ANAHATHA
12 Invocations

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

kam
kham
gam
gham
jńam
cam
cham
jam
jham
iņam
ţam
ţham

Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

kam
kham
gam
gham
jńam
cam
cham
jam
jham
iņam
ţam
ţham

Horizontal

MANIPURA
10 Invocations

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

dam
dham
ņam
tam
tham
dam
dham
nam
pam
pham

Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

dam
dham
ņam
tam
tham
dam
dham
nam
pam
pham

Horizontal
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CLOCKWISE MOVEMENT (Re-Energizing Process)

VISHUDDHI
16 Invocations

PLACEMENT

Horizontal
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CLOCKWISE MOVEMENT (Re-Energizing Process)

AKSHA MALA - with Bijas placed as Samputi on Mantras
CHAKRA

#
89
90
91
92
93
94

BIJA
bam
bham
mam
yam
ram
lam

MANTRA
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

BIJA
bam
bham
mam
yam
ram
lam

MULADHARA
4 Invocations

95
96
97
98

vam
śam
şam
sam

Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

vam
śam
şam
sam

AJNA
2 Invocations

99
10
0

ham
kşham

Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche

ham
kşham

SWADHISTANA
6 Invocations

PLACEMENT

Vertical

Horizontal

Horizontal

This constitutes a Total of 100 Invocations
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AKSHA MALA - with Bijas placed as Samputi on Mantras

6 CENTRES

CHAKRA
MULADHARA
SWADHISTANA
MANIPURA
ANAHATHA
VISHUDDHI
AJNA

#
101
102
103
104
105
106

BIJA
MANTRA
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Lam
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Vam
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Ram
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Yam
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Ham
Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche
Sam
This constitutes a Total of 106 Invocations

BIJA
Lam
Vam
Ram
Yam
Ham
Sam

PLACEMENT
Horizontal
Vertical
Horizontal

2 GURU
PADHUK

AKSHA MALA - with Bijas placed as Samputi on Mantras
CHAKRA
SAHASRARA
SAHASRARA

#
107
108

BIJA
MANTRA
BIJA
HaSaum Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche HaSaum
SaHauh Aim Hrim Klim Chamundayai Vicche SaHauh
This Completes the entire 108 Invocations in Aksha Mala

PLACEMENT
Horizontal
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Meditational techniques in applying Chandi Mantra to the
body
The following Meditational Techniques are extracts from Sri Amrithananda Saraswathi’s writings. These techniques are
some of the many revealed to Sri Amrithananda Saraswathi by Sri Maha Tripurasundari. The text has been edited to be
contained in this malar.

Practicing these processes should be performed only after permission is
granted from one’s Guru.
The purpose of Chandi Manthra is to arouse the Kundalini into the Manipura (Navel Centre), offer sacrifice, and move on
to the higher centers of Anahatha (Heart centre), Lambhika (inner tongue/palete) and Ajna (Eyebrow centre). This is to be
done through Dhyana.
After achieving falicity (confidence) with the three meditational techniques, they may be performed together in sequence.
The three phases of the meditation gradually transforms the devotee through the Pravritthi Marga to the Nivritthi Marga
and finally to the Supreme. Durga or Chandi as the Mantra helps the devotee through this process to gradually eliminate
the distinguishable thoughts, acts caused by these thoughts and entail realization of the Supreme.
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Meditation - 1
The place of meditation is the Muladhara and Swadhistana.
The object will be the genital region in the Ardhanadhiswara form.
The purpose is to transform Prithvi Tatva into Jala Tatva i.e. Transform the rock like hardness into easy liquid like flow
by a mental process.
The visualization is Shiva and Shakthi in the Ardhanadhiswara form. The Trimurthis and their consorts (Vishnu-Laksmi,
Shiva-Parvathi and Brahma-Saraswathi) are there in this Shakthi Peetha. The three Shakthis are also present – Iccha
Shakthi, Jnana Shakthi and Kriya Shakthi.
•

The Iccha Shakthi as Laksmi and Vishnu will power the desire behind the act.

•

The Jnana Shakthi is the infinite knowledge that’s supra-sensually derived as well as Ananda
(joy/pleasure) from the power of Brahma of creation and Saraswathi.

•

The Kriya Shakthi as action and movement; expressed physically and mentally is Parvathi and Shiva.

Ganapathy carries a red jewel crested lotus like vessel - combined form of Laksmi-Vishnu, Sarawathi-Brahma and
Parvathi-Shiva.
The Parvathi-Shiva union is the union of Jiva (life) Paramathmani i.e. Realization of oneself and God.
Procedure:
The process is mental.
(1) to (2) “AIM” from the center of the Swadhistana to the Muladhara.
(2) to (3) “HRIM” from the Muladhara along the right (slope) to the right top region of the Swadhistana.
(3) to (1) “KLIM” from the right top of the Swadhistana to the center of the Swadhistana.
(1) to (3) “CHA” from the center of the Swadhistana to the right top of the Swadhistana.
(3) to (4) “MUM” from the right top of the Swadhistana to the left top of the Swadhistana.
(4) to (1) “DA” from the left top of the Swadhistana to the center of the Swadhistana.
(1) to (4) “AI” ” from the center of the Swadhistana to the left top of the Swadhistana.
(4) to (2) “VICH”from the right top of the Swadhistana the left (slope) to the center of the Muladhara.
(2) to (1) “EH” from the center of the Muladhara to the center of the Swadhistana.
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Meditation - 2

The meditation broadens the scope into the higher centres i.e. Manipura and Anahatha centres. The contact with the
physical “love” is still kept. The liquid like flow transforms to fire at the Manipura (commences the burning of ego) and
Anahatha (total love to all beings).
The Manipura is the centre of the triangle.
The mental feelings must be aimed at transcending ones own body to become one with Her.
Procedure:
The process is mental.
(1) to (2) “AIM” from the centre of the Manipura to the Swadhistana.
(2) to (3) “HRIM” from the Swadhistana along the right (slope) to the right Nipple.
(3) to (1) “KLIM” from the right Nipple to the centre of the Manipura.
(1) to (3) “CHA” from the Manipura to the right Nipple.
(3) to (4) “MUM” from the right Nipple to the left Nipple.
(4) to (1) “DA” from the left Nipple to the Manipura.
(1) to (4) “AI” ” from the Manipura to the left Nipple.
(4) to (2) “VICH”from the left Nipple to the centre of the Swadhistana right slope).
(2) to (1) “EH” from the centre of the Swadhistana to the centre of the Manipura.
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Meditation - 3

The mental process is done away with and one visualizes the inexpressible. It is inexpressible because every minute of
such beautiful and aesthetic experience is equivalent to that of a pleasant lifetime; there is no substitute for experience.
Meditation is only a procedure that yields the results; the results themselves are only to be experienced after assuming
identity with the Divine form.
The left eye, right eye and the base of the neck form the three vertices of the downward triangle. The lower lip forms the
centre of the triangle.
The visualization is the form of Lalitha around the triangle and the sanskrit symbol for “OM” turned clockwise 90
degrees forming the two breasts and the navel of Lalitha. At the point of the two nipples are visualized the Sri Chakra in
the two “prastarars” i.e. the two dimensional Yantras. The earrings are the sun (right) and the moon (left). The galaxies
are Her ornaments and the Third Eye showering grace.
Procedure:
The process is visualization.
(1) to (2) “AIM” from the lower lips to the Visuddhi (traversing through the Indra Yoni – the small tongue at the top of
the palete.
(2) to (3) “HRIM” from the Visuddhi to the right eye ball.
(3) to (1) “KLIM” from the right eye to the lower lip.
(1) to (3) “CHA” from the lower lip to the right eye ball.
(3) to (4) “MUM” from the right eye to the left eye ball.
(4) to (1) “DA” from the left eye to the lower lip.
(1) to (4) “AI” ” from the lower lip to the left eye ball.
(4) to (2) “VICH”from the left eye to the Visuddhi.
(2) to (1) “EH” from the Vishuddi to the lower lip (traversing through the Indra Yoni – the small tongue at the top of the
palete).
.
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Durga Sthothram (Maha Vidya Sthothram)



Namasthe Chandike Chandi Chanda Munda Vinasini
Namasthe Kalike Kala Mahabaya Vinasini
Sive Raksha Jagadhaththri Prasida Haravallave
Pranamaami Jagadhaththri Jagath Paalana Karini
Jagath-Shobha-Karim Vidhyam Jagath Rishti Vidhayinim
Karaalaam Vihadaam Kohraam Munda Mala Vibhukshidhaam
Hararchidham Haraar-Rathyaam Namaammi Haravallapaam
Gourim Gurupriyaam Goura Varnaalangara Pookshidhaam
Haripriyaam Maha-Mayaam Namaammi Brahma-Bhujitham
Sidhdham Sidhesvarim Siddha Vidyaatha-Rakha-Nair-Yudhaam
Manthra-Siddhi Pradhaam Yoni siddhidham Linga Shopitham
Pranamaami Mahamaayam Durgam Durgarthi Naasinim
Ughra-Mughra-Mayi Mughra Tara Mugra-Kanai-yudhaam
Nilaam Nila Kanasyaamaam Namaami Nila Sundhareem
Shyamaangeem Shyamakadithaam Shyamavarna Vibhukshidhaam
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Pranamaami Jagadhaathreem Goureem Sarvartha Saadhineem
Visveshvareem MahaVeeraam Vihadaam Kora Naasineem
Athya-Maaththya Kohraththyam Maathya-Naadha Prapoojitha
Shri Durgaam Thanathaa-Manna-Poornaam Pathmaam Sureshvareem
Pranamaami Jagadhaathreem Chadrakeshara Vallapaam
Thripuraam Sundhareem Paalaam Mapalaa-Kana-Pookshidhaam
Sivadhutheem Sivaa-raththyam Siva Iththyeyaam Sanaathaneem
Sundhareem Thaarineem Sarva Sivagana Vibhukshidhaam
Narayaneem Vishnu Poojyaam Brahma Vishnu Harapriyaam
Sarva Siddhipradhaam Nidhyaam Anidhyaam GunaVarjithaam
Sagunaam Nirgunaam Iththyeyaa-Marchithaam Sarva Siddhithaam
Vidhyaam Siddhipradhaam Vidhyaam Maha Vidhyaam Maheshvareem
Mahesha Bhakdhaam Maheseem MahaKaala Prabhujithaam
Pranamaami Jagadhaththreem Sumbhasura Vimrr-Thineem
Bhairaveem Bhuvanaam Deviim Lola Jihvaa Sureshvareem
Chadhurpujaam Dasapujaam Ashta-Dasapujaam Supaam
Thripureseem Vishvanaatha priyaam Vishveshvareem Sivaam
Atta-haasa-Manda-Haasa Priyaam Dhumra-Vinaasineem
Kamalaam Chinna Paalaam Cha Matangeem Sura Sundhareem
Shodaseem Vidhayaam Peemaam Dhumaam Cha Bagalaamugeem
Sarva-Siddhipradhaam Sarva-Vidya Mantra Vishodhineem
Pranamaami Jagaththaaraam Saaraam Cha Manthra Siddhaye
Ithyevam Cha Varaa-rohe Sthothram Sidhdhikaram Param
Padithvaa Moksha-Maapnodhi Sadhyam Vai Kiri Nandhini
Guja-Vaare Chathur-thasyaam Amaayaam Jiva Vaasare
Shukre Nishikadhe Sthothram Padithvaa Moksha-Maapnuyaath
Thrir Pakshe Manthra Siddhisyaath Sthothra Padaathdhi Shaankari
Chadhurthasyaam Nishaa-Bhaake Sani Bouma-thine-tathaa
Nishaamukhe Padhith Sthothram Manthra-Siddhi-Mavaapnuyaath
Kevalam Sthothra Paadaaththi Manthra-Sidhdhi-Ranuththamaa
Jaagarththi Sathatham Chandi Sthothra Paadaath-Bhujanghini
Idhi Munda Maala Tanthre egaadasha Padale Maha Vidya Sthothram Samaaptham
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 Transliterated from Sri Vana Durga Vidhanam
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SYNOPSIS
OF
THE
BOOK
CHANDI
by Swami Satyananda Saraswati
from the perspective of devotees

PATH
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Colours and Significances from 13 Chapters of Devi
Mahatmyam
Chapter

Goddess

Colour

1. MadhuKaidapa
Vadham

MahaKali

Blue Gem

3.
Mahishasura
Vadham

Mother of the
Universe

Red Silk

Seer, Meter, Energy,
Seed, Principle &
Intrinsic Nature

Significant items

Additional
Comments

Seer – Creative Capacity
Woodapple, Various 10 Faces
(Brahma)
Fruits & Vegetables
Meter – Gayathri
– Sprouts, Roots
Energy – Nanda
Seed – Raktadantika
Principle - Fire
Intrinsic Nature – Rg Veda
SUMMARY: The first chapter is about the balance of Too Much (Madhu) and Too Little (Kaidapa). MahaKali – The Great Remover of
Darkness is the deity. At the end of the period for manifestation when the gross world was indistinguishable, the revered Divine Lord
(MahaVishnu), rested at the end of infinity in the sleep of divine union. From the dirt of the ears of this Perceivable Capacity
(MahaVishnu, Causer of Beings) arose two terrible thoughts known as: Too Much and Too Little (illusion that which distinguishes).
They were ready to slay the divine Creative Capacity (Brahma, Ruler of Beings). Perceivable Capacity (Cause of evolution and
devolution) vs. Creative Capacity (Brahma). The Creative Capacity, seeing the approach of the 2 thoughts and the Causer of Being
(MahaVishnu) indifferently asleep in Divine Union, then with one-pointed attention He began to praise the Divine Union (the Shakti,
Goddess of Sleep) from His heart. The Creative Capacity sings in praise to the Supreme Goddess to awaken the Consciousness of the
Master of the Universe (MahaVishnu): You are the Time of Prayer, you are the Bearer of the Light, you are the Goddess above all
beings born. The Universe is sustained by you, and the Perceivable world is created by you. You protect what you create, Oh Divine
Goddess, and you destroy it in the end…(Creation, Maintenance and Dissolution of perceivable existence). Esoteric meaning:
Awakening of the Kundalini Shakti, the Consciousness within and overcoming the limitations and distinguishable thoughts entailed by
our senses.
Seer – Consciousness which Unguents, Bell,
18 Hands,
2.
MahaLaksmi Bright Light
Pervades
All
(Vishnu)
Spectrum
Lotus, Rosary, Wine Water-pot
Mahishasura
Meter – Usnig
cup of joy2,
of
Saiya
Energy – Sakambari
Bangles, Anklets,
purification
Vadhaha
Seed – Durga
Conch, Pomegranate
Principle – Air
Intrinsic Nature – Yajur
Veda
SUMMARY: Chapter two is about the Slaying of the Armies of the Great Ego. MahaLaksmi – The Great Goddess of True Wealth is
the deity. The chapter describes how the Goddess was manifested from the Light emanated from different Gods. The Goddess – She
Who Tears Apart Thought, began to slay different Armies of Thoughts (Those who rose to the battle were: Devoid of clear
understanding, Fickleness, Haughtiness, Great Deceiver, Want of Resolution, Memories, Wandering To and Fro, Hypocrisy). Esoteric
meaning: Rise of the Kundalini as it pierces through Egoism, Desires and other thoughts in Avaranas/Chakras.

Red Sandal Paste or
powder, Rosary

Mother of the
Universe
with the
magnificence
of a 1000
rising suns.

SUMMARY: This chapter is on the Slaying of the Great Ego (Mahishasura). The Great Ego assumes the form of a buffalo and
manifests other forms to battle with the Mother of the Perceivable World, She Who Tears Apart Thought. Mahishasura (the Great Ego)
is also Her creation born of the distinguishable thoughts. In the elimination of the Great Ego, She absorbs the Great Ego back into Her
thus Mahishasura attained complete union with the Goddess. Esoteric meaning: Changing bodies by the Great Ego indicates that Ego
can manifest in various manner.

2

The symbolic meaning of the wine is the intoxicated happiness entailed from the Bhakthi towards the Divine.
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Colours and Significances from 13 Chapters of Devi
Mahatmyam (cont’d)
Chapter

Goddess

Colour

4. Devi Sthuthi Jaya (Victory)

Dark like a
Black Cloud

Seer, Meter, Energy,
Seed, Principle &
Intrinsic Nature

Significant items

Additional
Comments

Incense, Fragrances
(perfume,
Sandalwood oil),
Food, Flowers

She stands
leaning
upon the
shoulders of
a Lion

SUMMARY: The Gods praise the Goddess in this Chapter. Goddess Who Removes Difficulties, who is named Jaya – Victory is the
deity. After the death of that excessively forceful and evil thought, the Great Ego, and the destruction of his army of perturbations by
the hand of the Divine Goddess, the Rule of the Pure along with other divine ones, with their heads bowed in reverence, began to sing
the hymn of praise to the Supreme Empress.

5. Devi Thutha
Samvatha

MahaSarasw
athi

Like moon in
Autumn
(White)

6. Dhumra
Loshana
Vadhana

Padmavathi

Multitude of
Jewels

Seer – Reliever of Suffering Rosary, Conch, Bell
(Rudra)
Meter – Anustup
Energy – Bhima
Seed – Bhramari
Principle – Sun
Intrinsic Nature – Sama
Veda
SUMMARY: This Chapter is about the Ambassador of Self-Conceit. MahaSaraswathi – The Great Goddess of All-Pervading
Knowledge is the deity. Two thoughts, Self-Conceit and Self-Deprecation robbed the Rule of the Pure (Indra), the husband of the Power
Which Rules and the master of the three worlds, of a portion of sacrifice. These two defeated the Gods and assumed authority. Two
servants of Self-Conceit and Self-Deprecation named Passion (Chanda) and Anger (Munda) having seen the beautiful Goddess
illuminating the Himalayas approach Self-Conceit. Self-Conceit sends his Ambassador to the Goddess asking Her to be his wife.
Goddess in turn sends a message that whoever defeats Her in the battle, whoever loses his self-conceit in Her, whoever sees all the force
of the universe in Her, will be Her husband.

Rosary, Lotus,
Gourd – dried &
hollowed-out shell
of pumpkin or
cucumber used as a
drinking utensil.

On the
hoods of the
King of
Snakes

SUMMARY: This Chapter is about the Slaying of Sinful Eyes. The Ultimate Goddess – Padmavati who resides in the Eyes of the Lord
of All Wisdom, Bhairav is the deity. The King of Thought – Self-Conceit in great anger sends another thought named Sinful Eyes to the
Goddess. Mother of the Universe reduced him to ashes with the pronunciation of the mantra “Hum!.” Battle began with the Army of
Sinful Thoughts. Then the King of Thought gave command to Passion (Chanda) and Anger (Munda).

7. ChandaMundarhal
Vadham

Matangi

Red Sari w/
Green border

Conch filled with
Honey, Garland of
Flower buds,
Vermillion

SUMMARY: This Chapter is about the Slaying of Passion (Chanda) and Anger (Munda). Goddess Matangi, the Embodiment of the
Mother is the deity. Chanda and Munda set forth with four divisions of their Army of thoughts to capture the Goddess. From the
forehead of the Mother of the Universe appeared the Remover of Darkness (MahaKali) who killed many great thoughts and then ate
them all. The Remover of Darkness continued the battled with Chanda and Munda. After killing them, She took their heads to She Who
Tears Apart Thought (Goddess Chandi). She was named Chamunda, the slayer of Passion (Chanda) and Anger (Munda).
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Colours and Significances from 13 Chapters of Devi
Mahatmyam (cont’d)
Chapter

Goddess

Colour

8. Raktha Bija
Vadham

Bhavani

Blood Red
hue w/ Gold

Seer, Meter, Energy,
Seed, Principle &
Intrinsic Nature

Significant items

Additional
Comments

Bell, Begging
bowl3, Rosary

SUMMARY: This Chapter is about the Slaying of the Seed of Desire. Bhavani, Embodiment of Existence, the Grantor of Perfection is
the deity. When the Lord of Thought (Self-Conceit, haughty and puffed up with pride) became aware of the death of Chanda and
Munda, he ordered all the armies of thought to march off to war. He too marched to the battle with the Goddess. All the tremendous
strength and forms of Gods joined in the battle with She Who Tears Apart Thought (such as Creative Energy, Mahesvari, Kaumari,
Vaisnavi). Seeing the multitude of Mothers slaying such Great Thoughts in various ways, the army of thoughts began to run away.
Seeing those oppressed thoughts fleeing from the forces of the Mothers, the Seed of Desire, a great thought of bounteous strength,
entered to fight in excessive rage. When a drop of blood from his body touches the ground, another great thought with the same
intensity, equally fierce is born in that very place (Esoteric meaning: From one desire to another, multiplying into countless Desires to
captivate the mind. As we find desire for one thing, immediately a new ‘something’ is required in order to fulfill that desire. This is one
of the effects of the Rajo Guna. The redness of the blood depicts Rajo Guna). They began a violent battle with the multitude of Mothers.
Soon, the entire gross world was pervaded by the Seeds of Desire. Then the Goddess, She Who Tears Apart Thought (Goddess Chandi)
fought with the Seed of Desire with Her weapons while the Remover of Darkness (MahaKali) drank the blood so that new thoughts will
not be born of that blood.

9. Nishumba
Vadham

Ardhambike Lord who is
both male &
female

Gold w/ Red
& Yellow
mixture

Flower - Pentapetes
Phoenicea, Rosary,
Bell

SUMMARY: This Chapter is about the Slaying of Self-Deprecation (constantly belittles himself). The Supremely Divided One, the
Lord who is both male and female continuously without end – Ardhambike is the deity. Seeing that his extensive army was being killed,
Self-Deprecation, along with his foremost soldiers, in great anger ran towards the Goddess. Self-Conceit also came in great anger and
they began a violent fight with the multitude of Mothers and to kill She Who Tears Apart Thought. After Self-Deprecation was laid to
rest on the earth, his extremely fierce brother – Self-Conceit was greatly agitated, and he approached to kill the Mother of the Universe.
Then the enraged She Who Tears Apart Thought struck him with the pike of concentration, and wounded, he fell to the ground
senseless. Then Self-Deprecation, regaining consciousness, took his bow and struck the Goddess the Remover of Darkness and the lion
with arrows. The Goddess severed his head with Her sword, and he fell to the ground. The rest of the energies such as, Kaumari,
Brahmani, Mahesvari, Varahi, Vaisnavi, MahaKali, Sivaduti killed other thoughts.

10. Sumbha
Vadham

Kameswari

Excellent
Gold

Cardamom, Cloves,
Cinnamon

SUMMARY: This Chapter is about the Slaying of Self-Conceit. Female Lord of All, Kamesvari, the Ruler of Desire, who unites the
intrinsic nature of Siva and Shakti, of consciousness and energy is the deity. Seeing his brother Self-Deprecation, who was dear as his
own life, slain, Self-Conceit spoke words of anger to the Goddess: Oh Reliever of Difficulties, wicked and proud of your strength! Do
not show pride to me. You fight by means of the strength of others. The Goddess said: I am the only One here in the perceivable world.
No other exists beyond me. Then all the Goddesses, led by Creative Energy, dissolved into the Being of the Goddess, and there was
only One Existence in the perceivable world – The Mother of the Universe. She resided in many forms as manifestations of Her energy.
Then the Goddess and Self-Conceit began a dreadful battle. That Thought and She Who Tears Apart Thought began to fight in the
atmosphere as never before. The Goddess pierced him in the chest with Her sharp pointed pike of concentration, he fell dead upon the
ground. When that evil one was killed, the entire perceivable universe was pleased, all was at Peace, and the sky became clear. The
flaming clouds of symptomatic confusion became tranquil.

3

A begging bowl is a bowl used by Sanyasis (Ascetics) who have detached themselves from all Earthly desires.
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Colours and Significances from 13 Chapters of Devi
Mahatmyam (cont’d)
Chapter

Goddess

Colour

11. Devi
Sthuthi

Bhuvanesvari

Like Sunrise
in the
morning
(Orangy-Red)

Seer, Meter, Energy,
Seed, Principle &
Intrinsic Nature

Significant items

Additional
Comments

Pomegranate flower, Bees with 6
Pomegranate, Kusa legs
Grass, Rose Water,
Honey, Bell

SUMMARY: This Chapter is about the Gods’ Song of Praise. Goddess Bhuvanesvari, the Ruler of the Earth is the deity. Because of the
fulfillment of the Gods’ desire, they praised the Ever Pure One. Praise to Brahmani, Mahesvari, Kaumari, Vaisnavi, Varahi, MahaVajre,
Sivaduti, Camunde, Laksmi, Saraswathi, Durga, Katyayani, BhadraKali. The Goddess said: In the 14th part of a day of the Infinite ruled
by the Universal Light, in the 28th period for manifestation, two great thoughts, Self-Conceit and Self-Deprecation, will manifest again.
Then I shall be born from the womb of welfare in the house of the Guardian of Delight, and residing in the mountains of Knowledge, I
shall slay them. I shall incarnate on earth in a ferocious form and slay the confusions of Agitated Awareness. When rain shall cease for
a 100 years and the earth will be devoid of water, I shall manifest on earth, but not taking birth in a womb. I shall nourish and maintain
the entire world and preserve living beings with vegetables from my body until rain comes. I shall slay the great thought of Impossible
then my name shall become renowned as Durga, She Who Removes Difficulties. When Perplexity will create great oppressions in the 3
worlds, then I shall take the form of the innumerable bees with 6 legs, and for the benefit of the 3 worlds, I shall slay that great thought.

12. Pala
Sthuthi

Durga

Light Purple

Purple Shoe
Flower,
Sandalwood oil,
perfume, incense,
rose water,
flowers, S+C
fluid, wine4,
5Ms(esoteric),
Thambulam.

3 Eyed Devi

SUMMARY: This chapter is about the Fruits of reciting the Chandi. The 3-Eyed Goddess, Durga is the deity. The Goddess said:
Whoever will constantly recite these hymns of praise to me with a concentrated mind, I shall without doubt put an end to his every
difficulty. Whoever with one-pointed attention and devotion will listen to this presentation of my excellent glory on the 8th, 14th and 9th
days of the lunar fortnight; to them neither will anything bad occur, nor misfortunes arise out of inauspicious events. Neither will
poverty arise, nor separation from beloved ones. Therefore, this presentation of my glories should be recited with full attention, and
should be constantly listened to with devotion, as it is one’s own path to self-realization. I will accept with love all acts of worship,
offerings and fire sacrifices, whether performed with understanding or without it. Let my glories be heard everywhere, in functions of
Peace, upon seeing a bad dream, or to alleviate the adverse effects of positions of the planets. Troubles subside as well as the afflicting
influences of the planets. The bad dream seen by men becomes a good dream. This entire narration of my glories makes my presence
manifest. With full satisfaction I receive the annual worship with offerings of flowers, objects of value, incense, perfumes, lights,
feeding of wise men, fire offerings, daily sprinkling of consecrated waters and the offering of other objects of enjoyment. Similar is my
gratification for those who love for me recite this excellent narration or listen to it but once. Hearing removes sin and gives freedom
from infirmities.

4

The symbolic meaning of the wine is the intoxicated happiness entailed from the Bhakthi towards the Divine.
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Colours and Significances from 13 Chapters of Devi
Mahatmyam (cont’d)
Chapter

Goddess

Colour

13. VaraPrathanam

She is Siva

White w/
Orangy Red

Seer, Meter, Energy,
Seed, Principle &
Intrinsic Nature

Significant items

Additional
Comments

Flowers, incense,
offering of
oneself.

Wears a
beauty
comparable to
the regions of
the Sun at
sunrise

SUMMARY: This chapter is on the Granting of Boons. Goddess who wears beauty comparable to the regions of the sun at sunrise. She
is Siva, the Energy of Infinite Goodness is the deity. She granted the blessing as desired by the King (Raja) and the Businessman
(Vaisya).

Final Poorna
Ahuthi

Mangalyam
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Symbols and its Significances
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Sword of worship
Discus of revolving time
Club of articulation
Crobar (Iron Bar) of restraint
Pike of attention/concentration
Head of egotism
Conch of vibrations
Rosary of alphabets
Battle axe of good actions
Arrow of speech
Thunderbolt of illumination
Lotus of peace
Water pot of purification
Staff of discipline
Shield of faith/method
Bell of continuous tone –
From the time of the creation of the Cosmos by Her, the 64 million mantras are prevalent inside
us and outside us as defined in the Maha Vaghya. This is the inner sound heard as a continuous
tone.
Wine cup of joy - The symbolic meaning of the wine is the intoxicated happiness entailed from the Bhakthi
towards the Divine.
Net of unity
Plow sowing the seeds of the Way of Truth to wisdom
Pestle of refinement
Bearer of trident – Trident of harmony
Bearer of spear – spear of concentration
Bull of discipline
Ever pure One is carried by the Peacock of beauty
Javelin of effort
Sling
Bow of determination
She is carried by the Deer (loveable, harmless and playful) of enthusiasm
Corpse of inert Consciousness
Scimitar – Severance of attachments
Small drum –
Energizing the Surya Kala (12 Rays of Sun) depicts the image of a small drum. Intoning the 12
mantras from the Anahatha petals to the Swadhitana and Manipura petals, alternating in a
clockwise and anti-clockwise manner, maps out an image of a small drum.
Breasts like Sumeru – Milk of Knowledge, abundance of knowledge, sustenance.
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Summary on Rahasyams:
Atha Pradhanikam Rahasyam:
This presents the Preeminent Secret; the 3 secrets of the 700 verses. The Great Remover of Darkness (MahaKali), the
Great Goddess of True Wealth (MahaLaksmi) and the Great Spirit of All-Pervading Knowledge (MahaSaraswathi) are the
deities.
The King having heard the manifestations of the Energy Which Tears Apart Thought, asks the Rsi, Twice Born, Knower
of Wisdom to describe the principal characteristics of their nature. The Rsi explains: This secret is extremely esoteric.
MahaLaksmi
MahaKali

MahaSaraswathi

MahaLaksmi – The Supreme Sovereign, the Great Goddess of True Wealth (MahaLaksmi), who is comprised of 3
qualities, is the first and foremost of all causes. Her intrinsic nature is both definable and indefinable. She holds in Her
hands a pomegranate, symbolizing the unity of creation and on Her uppermost part, She bears the snake, which unites the
male principle (Consciousness) with the female principle (Energy). Her beauty is comparable to melted gold. She filled
entire Nothingness with Her radiant Light.

MahaKali – Seeing the entire Nothingness, the Supreme Sovereign (MahaLaksmi), by the quality of Darkness, assumed
another form, MahaKali. That form became a beautiful woman whose radiant body was black like soot.
MahaSaraswathi – The Great Goddess of True Wealth (MahaLaksmi), by means of Her extremely pure quality of Light,
assumed another form with radiant luster like the moon, MahaSaraswathi.
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Summary on Rahasyams (cont’d)
Then MahaLaksmi said to MahaKali and MahaSaraswathi to produce pairs, male and female, according to their natures
(the pairs is illustrated below). Thus having instructed them, MahaLaksmi produced Her own pair, a male and a female
having come forth from the Golden Womb, the first spark of creation also known as Bindu.

MahaLaksmi
Male + Female
Brahma + Laksmi

MahaKali

MahaSaraswathi

Male + Female
Rudra + Kamadhenu

Male + Female
Vishnu + Gauri

In this way, the 3 young ladies immediately took the form of males. This fact those who see with the eye of wisdom may
understand. Other uninitiated people may not understand the esoteric meaning of this secret.

MahaLaksmi gave:
o Saraswathi (the Spirit of All-Pervading Knowledge) to Brahma (Creative Capacity) as a wife,
o And to Rudra (Reliever of Suffering) She gave Gauri (She Who is Rays of Light),
o And to Vishnu (Lord of True Wealth) She gave Laksmi (Ultimate Prosperity).
Saraswathi  Brahma
Gauri  Rudra
Laksmi  Vishnu
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Summary on Rahasyams (cont’d)

o
o
o

Thus Brahma (Creative Capacity) with his wife, Saraswathi, gave birth to the Cosmic Egg;
And Rudra (Reliever of Suffering), along with his wife, Gauri (She Who is Rays of Light), pierced the egg
causing it to crack.
Within the egg were all the primary products, the capacity of the 5 elements to unite, and all this existence of
movable and immovable forms came to be.
As Guruji has explained, in the 10-cornered inner and outer set of triangles of Manipura and Anahatha
Chakras, the process of exploding the cosmos through the interaction of space and time goes on. The
cosmos expresses itself in terms of the 5 elements or the 5 states of aggregation. The word element is used
in Sanskrit to mean states of aggregation – the solid states, the liquid state, plasma state, the gaseous state
and the vacuum state. These are the 5 elements and their properties are sound, touch, form, taste and
smell.

o

Then Laksmi (Goddess of True Wealth) and Vishnu (Consciousness Which Pervades All), began to protect and to
nourish creation.

o

And at the appointed time, the Great Lord (Rudra) with His wife (Gauri), She Who is Rays of Light, will cause its
dissolution.
CREATION
 PRESERVATION
 DISSOLUTION
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Summary on Rahasyams (cont’d)
MahaLaksmi, the Great Goddess of True Wealth is the Ruler of All Truth and of quality of Light. She is the inconceivable
formless, and again She is with form and is known by many names. Her attributes can be named, and yet She cannot be
explained by only one name.

Atha Vaikrtikam Rahasyam:
Here the Modified Secret is discussed. The Goddess Durga is composed of 3 qualities: MahaKali, MahaLaksmi and
MahaSaraswathi. It describes the intrinsic nature of these embodiments and then how to meditate upon the Mother of the
Universe in these forms.
When MahaLaksmi (the Great Goddess of True Wealth), the 18 handed one, is to be worshipped, She should be
established in the center with MahaKali (the Great Remover of Darkness), the one with 10 faces to Her right and
MahaSaraswathi (the Great Spirit of All-Pervading Knowledge) to Her left. Directly behind them the 3 pairs should be
worshipped as follows:
Brahma (Shining One) and Saraswathi (Melody) in the middle; Rudra (Reliever of Suffering) and Gauri (She Who is Rays
of Light) on Her right; and on Her left, Vishnu (Ruler of the senses) and Laksmi (Prosperity).

Rudra + Gauri

MahaKali
10 Faces

Brahma + Saraswathi

MahaLaksmi
18 Handed

Vishnu+Laksmi

 Behind the Goddesses

 In front, the Goddesses should be worshipped

MahaSaraswathi
8 Handed

When only MahaLaksmi (18 Handed Goddess) is worshipped, or only MahaKali (10 Faced) or MahaSaraswathi (8
Handed), then, for the removal of all obstacles, on the right side Time should be worshipped, and on the left side, Death.
For example,
Death

MahaKali

Time
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Summary on Rahasyams (cont’d)
When MahaLaksmi (the 8 Handed, Slayer of Self-Conceit) is worshipped, then Her nine energies (Brahmi, Mahesvari,
Kaumari, Vaisnavi, Varahi, Narasimhi, Aindri, Sivaduti and Camunda) are to be worshipped, along with Rudra and
Ganesha. Devi Sthuthi on Chapter-11 (the hymn of Praise which says, “I bow to the Goddess”) should be sung for the
Great Goddess of True Wealth.

MahaLaksmi
Rudra
Ganesha

Brahmi

Mahesvari

Kaumari

Vaisnavi

Varahi

Narasimhi

Aindri

Sivaduti

Camunda

9 Energies

In front of Goddess Chandi, on the left side, one should offer worship to the severed head of Mahishasura (the Great Ego)
who attained complete union with the Goddess. And similarly, in the front right, the lion (Mahasimham), Lord of Dharma,
the vehicle of the Goddess, the Way of Truth to Wisdom, Maintainer of all that moves and moves not, should be
worshipped.

Goddess Chandi
Mahishasura

Mahasimham

Atha Murti Rahasyam:
Here the secret of the manifestations are described. The Rsi explains the various manifestations, names and attributes of
MahaKali, MahaLaksmi and MahaSaraswathi. With Her grace, one can attain the highest respect. The Goddess pervades
every form, and the entire universe is the form of the Goddess. Therefore, one should bow down to the Supreme
Sovereign who is the form of the Universe.
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APPENDIX
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Items to be supplemented to the Havan Samagiri in Chandi
Homam
Item #
Item Name
Garments:
1.
Sarees
2.
Blouses
3.
Skirts
4.
Silk Garments
Jewellery and Ornaments:
5.
Combs
6.
Mirrors
7.
Bangles
8.
Mangalyam
9.
Anklets
10.
Rosary
11.
Bell
12.
Conch (right handed spiral)
13.
Begging Bowl
Fruits, Leafs, Nuts:
14.
Woodapple
15.
Pomegranate & its flower (see below)
16.
Indian Goose Berry
17.
Sugar Cane
18.
Bhilva leaves and fruit
19.
Guava
20.
Coconut
21.
Mango
22.
Betel Leaf
23.
Nut (consumed with betel leaf)
24.
Mouth-refreshing mints, fruits and leaves
25.
Dates
26.
Grapes
27.
Banana
28.
White pumpkin for Bali
29.
White pumpkin cubes (pairs of cubes, one plain and the
other smeared with Kumkum)
30.
Gourd
Flowers, Garlands, Grass:
31.
Pentapetes Phoenicea – Bhandhuka flower
32.
Garland of Buds
33.
Kumkum flower (Vermillion)
34.
Kusa Grass
35.
Lotus Flower
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Items to be supplemented to the Havan Samagiri in Chandi
Homam
Item #

Item Name

36.
Pomegranate Flower
Oils:
37.
Sandalwood and other essential oils
Fragrances:
38.
Perfumes
39.
Rose Water
Misc:
40.
Red and yellow sandalwood
41.
Turmeric root
42.
Camphor
43.
Kunguliyam (Khunghul in Hindi)
44.
Ghee
45.
Incense
46.
Milk
47.
Brown raw sugar from Palmyra fruit
48.
Honey
49.
Herbs
50.
Black & white Sesame seed
51.
Cardamom, Nutmeg
52.
Cloves
53.
Cinnamon
54.
White & brown mustard, Black pepper
55.
Lavender root (Lamichcha in Hindi)
56.
Various grains and pulses
57.
Kumkum, Red sandalwood powder
58.
S+C Fluid
Cooked Food:
59.
Modhaham (steamed dough with sweet stuffing)
60.
Yellow rice
61.
Payaasam with sesame and rice
Vegetables:
62.
Sprouts
63.
Roots
64.
Other vegetables
Ointment:
65.
Unguents (salve – an ointment that soothes or heals)
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Additional Notes from Rahasyams
Atha Pradhanikam Rahasyam & Atha Vaikrtitam Rahasyam:
MahaKali

- Garland of Skulls
- 10 Faces
- Dark and Shining like Collyrium
- Conch

MahaLaksmi

- She holds in Her hands a Pomegranate, symbolizing the unity of creation
- Shines like melted Gold
- Face = light, Arms = Blue, Breast = White, Middle part of Body = Red, Feet = Red, Thighs =
Blue
- Unguents are smeared on Her body5
- 1000 Arms yet should be worshipped with 18 hands
- Aksha Mala – Rosary of Alphabets
- Conch
- Bell
- Lotus

MahaSaraswathi

- Aksha Mala – Rosary of Alphabets
- Conch
- Bell

Atha Murti Rahasyam:
MahaLaksmi

- Body like excellent Gold
- Golden ornaments
- Golden colour Garment
- Lotus
- Conch

Forms of MahaKali

- Red colour (weapons, teeth, garments, hair, eyes etc…)
- Goddess, She who nourishes with vegetables is blue in colour
- She has flower, lotus, sprouts, roots and various fruits and vegetables filled with desirable tastes
which will destroy hunger and fear of death; With 100 eyes
- She who has bee-like nature is of various hues. She is safe from attack.

Kamedhenavah

- She is famed as the Cow, which satiates all Desires

5

Unguents is an ointment applied on the skin for healing and protection
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Pentapetes Phoenicia – Bhandhuka flower:

Sat-Chakra-Narupana
By Purnananda Swami

The Anahatha Chakra
In the heart, is the charming Lotus of the shining colour of the Bandhuka flower, with the twelve letters beginning with
Ka, of the colour of vermilion, placed therein. It is known by its name of Anahata, and is like the celestial wishing-tree,
bestowing even more than (the supplicant's) desire. The Region of Vayu, beautiful and with six corners, which is like unto
the smoke in colour, is here.

The bandhuka flower, Pentapetes phoenicia, sometimes known as scarlet marrow.
With six corners = lit., sat-kona = interlacing triangles.
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The Pentapetes made its way back to the gardens at Monticello, from the brink of virtual obscurity, in true "pass-along"
fashion. As bold and handsome as it has proven in the garden, we are left wondering why this flower was ignored for so
long.
Its genus name, from the Greek meaning having five leaves, refers to the five-petalled arrangement of its attractive red
flowers, which open at noon and close the following morning.
The species name, phoenicia, means scarlet. Once the season warms, its growth competes easily with the magnificent
Prince's Feather, but its habit is more solidly pyramidal and erect. For a true annual, it is amazingly woody, with a strong,
olive-brown central stem contrasting nicely with the long, deeply lobed leaves. Now the question has been, what to call it?
Although Jefferson listed it as Scarlet Mallow, it is actually a member of the chocolate family. Because there are so many
true mallows and hibiscus in our vocabulary already, we decided not to confuse that issue further. For now, we have
chosen to use its odd and unpronounceable scientific name, but welcome any leads to other historic, and perhaps more
poetic appellations.
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